The older I grow the more I distrust
the familiar doctrine that age brings wisdom.
--H. L. Mencken

ROAD TRIP: AUGUST 2010

ALBUQUERQUE-LAKE CITY, COL. & RETURN
FRIDAY 8/6/10
9:00 a.m.

Depart Albuquerque

122572

I25 north to X276, Veterans’ Highway, the Santa Fe Relief Route, over the pass –
Camel Rock whizzes by, walled off now by long, sterile rows of jersey bounce
barricades.
10:30

Pojoaque gastop

$30.02

10.7 gal

Through Española, Ojo Caliente and Tres Piedras up 285 to
12:30-1:00

Antonito CO

lunch

Antonito is the eastern terminus of the Cumbres & Toltec but there was no sign of
activity or any operating rolling stock visible in the yards. The depot restrooms were
so clean and bright we were tempted to stay the night right there.

Two old locomotives, obviously long out of service, lie in the yard.

Cattle car, reefer, boxcar, flatcar and two hopper cars are all coupled to the
tender. Note the brake wheels on top of the cars.
1:30 p.m

Alamosa, CO

$20.06

6.9

122770

At Alamosa we turned northwest on US160. A little more than halfway from Del
Norte to South Fork we stopped at Grande Premium Meats, (www.ElkUSA.com;
888-338-4581),“Farm Raised, Delicious Elk & Bison.” They have a couple of
diminutive reindeer and one huge, tame elk in pens behind the ranch house,

together with huge piles of antlers and a cramped little store that looks like a
converted tack room where they sell jerky, sausage and mounted jackalope
heads (more on that later). We bought samples of both the elk and buffalo jerky.
2:30 South Fork, CO

From South Fork to Creede, river, railroad and highway are squeezed through a
narrow, highsided canyon. Once through this funnel, the single-track rail line and
the two-lane highway continue northwest toward Creede, tucked in a notch in the
mountains above the valley, while the river spreads out in vast, sinuous loops
and oxbows over a broad, flat plain that continues on to the east toward Silverton
for a good 30 or 40 miles.
I never did figure out exactly where the Continental Divide was, or find the
headwaters of the Rio Grande. (Up here the roadsigns call it the “Rio Grande
River” which grated on my New Mexico sensibilities every time I saw it.)
3:15(?)

Creede, CO

Creede didn’t impress at first sight. No more than four streets wide, hemmed in
on both sides by the rising sides of the canyon, and split down the middle by a
rushing creek, the town was built on the first reasonably flat ground below the
mines, as part of the industrial enterprise that extracted mineral wealth from the
mountains above. The men who built the town with that end in view would
probably be surprised to see it still standing. The narrow main street begins
where the valley turns into a canyon, and runs uphill for about a mile. There are

some well maintained or restored buildings, but I didn’t see anything of much
architectural pretension, and the signs and clutter make photography difficult, so I
took no pictures. No vestige of Calamity Jane and so forth (see Wikipedia for
more detail on Creede’s gaudy frontier past). I seem to remember a sign
somewhere that announced winter pop as 400, and I would guess summer
occupancy at 1200, not counting tourists, daytrippers and snowbirds. I was kind
of surprised that there wasn’t more of a crowd thronging Main Street, but later
heard that most of the Texas and Denver visitors cluster farther north, around
Fairplay, Leadville, Breckenridge and Gunnison. Even compared to those towns,
Creede is relatively inaccessible, which may be why it was the last of the
Colorado boomtowns. We briefly toured the shops and bought ice cream cones
– I had mint chocolate chip – before continuing on to…
5:00 pm

RC Ranch
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The RC Ranch is set on the plain along the Rio Grande, about halfway between Creede
and Slumgullion Pass. There’s not much of a ranch to it – I didn’t explore far enough to
see if he even has river access, and the owner runs no livestock beyond a few horses.
Behind a substantial two-story headquarters, attractive with flowers, are 8 or 10 crumbling
log cabins in various stages of disrepair, spread out along a muddy, unpaved street and
surrounded by corrals, barns and sheds of a working ranch.

Since only two of the other cabins were occupied, the effect was very much like moving
into the mythic Western idea of a ghost town. Adding to the effect, the outskirts of the
property are littered with junk cars, rusting machinery, and discarded bits and pieces of
ranch equipment.
Two dogs, one horse, a litter of half-grown kittens in training as “barn cats” (according to
the owner), and a small child wandered freely around the property, co-existing or
competing amiably. The tang of fresh horse manure on the breeze brought back
memories of the teenaged summer I spent working around a riding stable, patiently
grooming, watering, feeding, saddling and unsaddling the beasts and shoveling huge
mounds of shit – until the day one of them threw me ass over teacup into a barbwire
fence, curing me forever of any equine affection.

Our “rustic” cabin boasted a stove, microwave oven, antique refrigerator, sink, table
and 2 chairs, together with an old plastic couch good for nothing but piling our
luggage, a flush toilet, a (surprisingly good) shower and comfortable bed. My only
complaint was that the floor sloped at an angle of five or ten degrees, an effect
disconcerting during daylight and positively unsettling at night. When I got up to visit
the bathroom in the small hours, I felt like the captain of a sinking ship, and had to
suppress the urge to order women and children to the lifeboats.

But earlier that evening, leaning on the post of our porch and surveying the single,
muddy Main Street of our one-horse town as the sun set, I felt like Marshal Dillon on
a sleepy Saturday night. I was glad I brought my cowboy hat and Levi jacket.
Listening to Miss Kitty preparing supper (hot dogs, pickles, and chips) in the cabin
behind me, I thought of adding pork ‘n beans to the menu but decided that would
carry the fantasy too far for my digestion.
That night we began work on a 500-piece 3-D puzzle, an invention of the devil that
left me with a dull headache.

The terrain around the RC Ranch reminds me of Wyoming and southern Montana,
probably because it’s typical of the high country landscape from northern
Arizona and New Mexico up to the Canadian border.

Saturday, August 7
08:30

Depart RC Ranch
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East to West is probably the best way to tour the Bachelor Loop above Creede.
The ascent on the east side of the canyon is fairly steep and crowded between
river and sheer canyon wall, but the road is wide and well-maintained in most
spots, free of ruts and washboarding.

Almost all the ruins of the old mining district (together with a couple of still working
doghole operations) are set along this stretch of the road like beads on a string, The
properties are all posted, but roadside photo turnouts are plentiful.
And only a fool would risk life and limb clambering around the old buildings after
more than a century of high country winters. The men who built these structures
were erecting mining machinery, not building pyramids to outlast the ages. These
are purpose-built machines designed for the efficient extraction of ore, and their
picturesque ruin is no more than a trick of their unlikely location deep in the
mountains. In Gary, Indiana, they would be just another roadside eyesore.

On the west side of the canyon, the old mines are pretty much stabilized into
oblivion, the structures bulldozed into the pits, and tailings and all covered with
an impermeable cap to stop leaching of the mine waste into the creek below.
This is the view from one such cap.
We spent a half hour or so walking the rockstrewn field a historic marker identified
as the site of the town of Bachelor. Not a chimney or an identifiable foundation
remained; only the shapeless ruin of a log cabin on the edge of the woods marks
what the inevitable local paper boosted as a city of 12,000 rough and ready souls.

These old population estimates need to be taken with a grain of salt; it’s surprising
how many of these evanescent little communities attained 10 12,000 population in a
short period of time – the low five figures seemed to have been the point at which a
town could lay claim to the title of aspiring metropolis.
There were unwary Easterners to be enticed into investing their capital in the new
enterprise, of course, and a steady stream of new arrivals was needed to prop up
local real estate values. So whatever his immutable journalistic principles, the local
editor understood his role in the great scheme of things. Asked how such a town
could support two newspapers, the proud resident of one wide spot in the road to
nowhere replied that it took two newspapers to support such a town.

The views are spectacular from the western side of the loop, where most of the
activity now seems to be in turning the roadside land into one-acre building lots.
We had a light lunch on the last, grassy ridge above town, which offers views of the
river valley to the west and Creede below. On one of the final doglegs down into
town, we saw a beautiful Whitetail buck (8 or 10 pts?) on the road.

It was still early afternoon (2:30?) when we got back to Creede, so we spent the rest
of the day exploring the town. We made our way to the underground mine
museum, firehouse and community center (all housed in the old tunnels immediately
above the business district) where a Rock & Mineral Show was in progress.
The museum is a quick tour well worth the time and money. I learned more than I
could or wanted to retain on the technology of hardrock mining from the 1870s to the
present, and came away chiefly with the impression that there were very few easy
ways to make a living in this country at the turn of the last century. Donna got a nice
pair of earrings and I bought a $2 souvenir at the rock show.

A rare specimen of Amethyst from the Bulldog Mine, Creede, Colorado.
We couldn’t find anyplace to eat in Creede. The town has saloons but nothing
like a decent restaurant that I could see. We wound up buying a couple of frozen
pizzas to take back to the ranch for dinner.

We stumbled over this idiosyncratic gem on a back street off the main drag in
Creede. A master woodcarver’s creation in the style of a Norse longhouse. I’m
sorry I didn’t’ pause to take more detailed photos of the work.

Sunday, August 8

Time to pack up and move on. A bird came and sat on my head while I was setting
on the lip of the porch and sipping coffee. From here we drove west along the river
valley for 10-15 miles and then north over first Spring Creek (elev 10,901) and then
Slumgullion pass (elev 11,381) both climbs and descents steep and winding.

At the foot of Slumgullion Pass, just outside Lake City, look sharp on the right for a
turnout to the memorial marking the graves of the victims of Alferd (or Alfred,
opinions differ) Packer, heroic survivor or murderous villain of one of the West’s
most famous folk tales.
In the fall of 1874, Packer guided five men on a trek into the mountains from the
West. The next spring he emerged alone, with a chilling tale of starvation,
desperation, murder and cannibalism as the doomed party struggled through the
snowdrifts.
After the spring thaw, investigators found a camp where the remains of five bodies
were still sprawled around a dead fire.
There was no CSI in those days, but it seemed clear that all five had died at the
same place, and probably at about the same time, and all had indeed been
butchered for the meat. Packer was tried and convicted for murder, but escaped
with the aid of a smuggled key. Recaptured, he changed his story, and enough
people were convinced of the revised confession that he eventually got off fairly
lightly, considering he had “et” five of the seven Democrats in the county.

Lake City at one time hosted an Alferd Packer festival, until somebody decided it
was in bad taste. If you’re interested in a more complete history, buy a beer at the
Cannibal Saloon (aka Packer Saloon & Grill) in Lake City and peruse the back of the
menu. Don’t eat there, however; the food is terrible.
10:45

Lake City Colorado

9.5 gal

$30.07

122969

Because it was still relatively early in the day, I decided to drive the Alpine Loop
over Engineer Pass, hoping to get to the American Basin in time for at least a
short hike if not an attempt on a 14’r called Handie’s Peak. The above is Frank
Mulholland’s map of the area with his notes.
The Alpine Loop is only about 40 miles all told, and on the map looks to be relatively
flat for at least half that distance. What I didn’t realize is that once past Capitol City,
the road turns into a steep, rocky and narrow trail that would frighten a mountain
goat.
Worst part was the oncoming traffic. Frank had told me the road was one-way, but
we met a fair number of vehicles – dirt bikes, jeeps, SUVs and even full-size pickups
– coming down, with very few spots that offered even the barest minimum of passing

room. It was downright scary in the passenger seat, where Donna could look out
her side window on a thousand-foot drop, without even a guardrail to offer an illusion
of security.

By the time we reached the summit (elev 12,800’, said to be highest vehicle
accessible pass in the continental U.S.) all three of us – me, Donna and the truck
were all thoroughly shaken. My little truck was dumping antifreeze so copiously
that I was afraid we had busted a hose.

The panoramic view from the summit almost makes the drive worthwhile.
The road down from Engineer Pass is scarier than the upgrade – steeper, narrower, and
paved with rocks the size of a 5-gal paint bucket. In the valley below is the ghost town of
Animas Forks. The road does indeed fork, about 200’ above the town, one route going
back up the mountain to Cinnamon Pass, and the other continuing down to the town, and
winding on beyond down the valley, west toward Durango.
Animas Forks consists of the husks of two or three unexceptional one-story clapboard
houses, the ruins of a couple of buildings that might once have been toolsheds or small
stables, and

one substantial frame house, sited so that its baywindow overlooks the detritus of
abandoned mining buildings and old tailings along the creekbed below.

Once almost certainly the home of the mine manager or owner, now a windowless
hulk leaning precariously under the weight of a hundred mountain winters, the old
house sits on the slope choked in sagebrush with an air of ruined grandeur, like
Twain’s salt cellar, “an exiled king among barbarians.”
Animas Forks is uninhabited but busy. There was a continuous coming and
going of jeeps, dirtbikes, ATVs, 4WD SUVs and pickups, like the rallying point
for some vast mechanized operation. Most seemed to come and go toward
Durango, where the road may be less challenging than the other direction.
Only a few took the road up toward Cinnamon or Engineer Pass.

The road over Cinnamon Pass is only slightly less challenging than Engineer Pass.
Up and down, it’s steep and narrow. We followed a little convoy of five or six ATVs
and a Dodge pickup. The switchbacks are so tight I had to make a three point turn
at a couple of points.
It was past three o’clock, and we were both exhausted by the grueling drive
when we finally made it to American Basin, so that we scarcely paused before
pushing on to our night’s lodging, At four o’clock we were home for the night at
…

The Old Carson Inn. Our room was on the second floor on the right.
Located about halfway up the Alpine Loop from pavement to Cinnamon Pass,
the Inn is a handsome log building, cheerful with hanging pots of flowers along
the porch. (Ursula, a 40-something Swiss who is caretaker/manager/hostess for
the owner, an Albuquerque contractor, says the flowers are brought in from
Montrose, CO). Our room was tastefully decorated but lacking a table and
chairs, not to mention a TV. The shower was one of those Euro spray nozzles
on a flexible hose, miles worse than that at the RC Ranch.
Closest food, liquor or entertainment of any kind is in Lake City, about 20
minutes down the road. We drove down there for dinner at the Packer Bar &
Grill (aka Cannibal Café). Either by a weird coincidence, or because the local
CoC expressed some reservations about celebrating old Alferd, the owner of the
café is apparently a huge Green Bay Packers fan. Afterward a hot fudge
sundae for Donna and coffee for me at the town soda fountain, followed by an
enjoyable hour’s concert by the town band in the armory.

MONDAY, AUGUST 9

123034

Monday dawned cool and cloudy, with evidence of some rain overnight.
Donna declined to adventure back over Cinnamon Pass to American Basin,
and I wasn’t eager either for more 4WD intensity or to attempt Handies Peak in
the chancy weather. Instead we drove back through Lake City and up the
northern end of the Alpine Loop looking for somewhere to stretch our legs.
At Capitol City we turned northwest toward Uncompaghre Peak. The first
several miles rise gradually through a continuous grove of Aspens, which must
be stunning in the fall.

We saw this doe placidly grazing by the side of the road both coming and going.

Above the aspens, the road rises fairly gradually through a series of meadows,
with a whitewater creek running in the canyon below.

There are several primitive (just a fire ring) campsites by the side of the road, each
with a better view than the last (we went up five or six; the lower were occupied but
the higher ones available). We stopped at one and built a small fire, ate lunch, and
watched the weather quickly change from sunny and hot to cold and damp, again and
again over the space of a couple hours.

I
In one sunny interval we hiked up the road a half-mile or so, saw a couple
of very tiny gray mice.

On the way down, we stopped in Capitol City for a look around.

According to the historic marker, Capitol City’s chief claim to fame was a two-story
brick hotel and the first brick outhouse in Colorado.
My amateur
archeologist’s
curiosity aroused by
this factoid, I spent
some time wandering
around the site but
found no more than
three or four
fragments of brick to
memorialize these
wonders. The flowers
were pretty though.

Capitol City is the only community I’ve ever been in where all the houses
(three in this case) were for sale,

including one magnificent cabin perched on the slope above town.

In the late afternoon we arrived back at Lake City, ate dinner at Southern
Vittles, and wandered around the business district. Lake City is a handsome
town full of well preserved/restored Victorian-era homes and commercial
buildings, and I’m sorry I didn’t take more pictures.

The little local museum is well worth a visit, featuring a horse-drawn fire
engine and numerous sleighs, and this beautifully restored caboose.

The town is also deer-friendly. We saw this doe and two fawns grazing on a
lawn just outside the old business district.

That night’s entertainment was a clog-dancing exhibition; we opted instead for an
early return to the B&B.
For possible future reference, cabins for rent in Lake City:
G&M Cabins
Town Square Cabins
Wagon Wheel
Lake City Resorts
Westwood
Pleasant View Resort (!)
7:15 p.m.

6.0 gal

$19.13
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Tuesday, August 10

8:30

Depart Old Carson Inn

123083

Back over Slumgullion Pass,

retracing our steps past Creede to
11:45

South Fork 7.0 gal

$22.00

123185

We stopped at the Elk Ranch to buy some more buffalo jerky (I didn’t care for the elk) and a
jackalope head for me.
From South Fork we took the western route, down US160 and over Wolk Creek Pass to
Pagosa Springs (beautiful views all the way), from there to Dulce and down the Jicarilla
Reservation (a very dull stretch) to pick up 550 above Cuba.
5:10 p.m.

Arrive in Albuquerque

Total mileage for trip: 870

123442

